How to measure for an enclosure
Checklist:

When ordering or requesting
a quote, please use the
appropriate Order / Quote Form
on pages 99-101 and provide the
following detailed information:

Enclosures without return panel(s) are measured Width x Height and for
enclosures with return panel(s) measure Width x Return Depth(s) x Height.
Enclosures with return panel(s) may be measured in one of two ways:
CENTER LINE or OUTSIDE LINE. When ordering an enclosure we need to know
which method was used in order to manufacture your enclosure to the correct
size. For steam units, be sure to measure from the bottom where the curb will
be, to the ceiling in at least 3 locations to check for out-of-level conditions. Also,
check all walls for out-of-square conditions. (See Figure 1 ).

1. Model number
Note conditions
on drawing

2. Finish color

Note conditions
on drawing

3. Glass type
4. Finished Opening Size (F.O.S.)
measurements

90°

90°

90°

90°

MEASURE TWICE, ORDER ONCE
Straight and plumb

5. Hinge or pivot location

Straight and not plumb

Plumb but wall curves out or in

Opening conditions

Out of Level

Figure 1

6. Shower head location
7. CENTER LINE or OUTSIDE
LINE measurements if unit
has return panels

CENTER LINE (Typically used for first-time installations):
When an enclosure is installed using a CENTER LINE measurement, the curb is
centered on the measurement line. (See Figure 2 ).

8. KD unit, specify glass
thickness you will be using

OUTSIDE LINE (Typically used when replacing an existing enclosure):
When an enclosure is installed using an OUTSIDE LINE measurement, the curb
is installed with the front edge aligned with the measurement line. (See Figure 3 ).

9. Drawing of enclosure
10. Uniform Plumbing Code
Waiver to be signed and
faxed back if...
A. Bi-Pass unit is less than
51” wide
B. Model 5100 or 6100 unit is
less than 26 1/8” wide
C. Model 5000, 5400H, 6000 or
7000H door size is less than
24” wide
D. Model 8000 or 9000 door
size is less than 24” wide
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Measurement line

Figure 2
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from wall
to
intersecting
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Curb
center line
measurement

Measure from wall to intersecting point

Figure 3
Measure
from wall
to
intersecting
point

Curb
outside line
measurement

Measure from wall to intersecting point

Cw® requires a drawing in every instance where an enclosure includes multiple
panels, i.e., in-line, buttress and return panels. It is necessary to provide a detailed
illustration with accurate measurements indicating whether the measurements
are CENTER LINE or OUTSIDE LINE. In addition, you will also need to provide
other information. Please refer to the Tub and Shower Enclosure Checklist at left.
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